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DISAPPEAR HERE
FILM FESTIVAL

INTRODUCTION
Welcome back to beautiful Ballylifn and the second instalment of Disappear Here 
International Film Festival. Our exciting programme for 2018 features a mix of Irish and 
International features, shorts and thought-provoking documentaries and we are 
delighted that we can again showcase these for your viewing pleasure.

We have maintained a special focus on Irish indie lms and have created a number of 
additional strands to continue our tradition of supporting national lm-makers from 
Donegal and beyond.

This year we welcome back Ireland's mobile RoadHouse cinema to our event, with a 
brand new 4K digital projector and state-of-the-art Dolby digital sound processor.  
Get ready for three days of award winning lms, many Donegal premieres, and prepare 
to immerse yourself in a world of entertainment, panel discussions and live music & 
conversations in our festival club afterwards.

These lms will delight, inspire and challenge as the best in this art-form should do!
We thank you for your support, excitement, and more importantly, your love for lm. ♥

Come and see what we have discovered for you!

Michael McLaughlin
Founder & Artistic Director

Joan Crawford
Failte Ireland

'The Disappear Here Film Festival is a welcome event for the Donegal Festival Calendar. 

Taking place in a series of unique locations in and around the picturesque village of 

Ballylifn on the Wild Atlantic Way this event has the potential to attract visitors from all 

over Ireland and abroad.

Festivals and events are an extremely important part of tourism in Ireland. Not only are 

they an integral part of what Ireland offers as a destination, they provide an opportunity 

for visitors to experience local culture and traditions and for communities to bring visitors 

and revenue into their areas. Failte Ireland wishes the event every success’



Festival Club weekend music 

Friday - Without Willow

Saturday - 80's & 90's Disco 

Sunday - Folk’n About 





The Donegal Film Office acts as the main resource for filmmakers in Donegal and those who wish to 
film in Donegal from all over the world. Established by Donegal County Council in 2003 to promote 
the region and to help develop the profile of the county, the Office works in cooperation with FĪS 
/Screen Ireland to help filmmakers to find locations, cast and crew, technical services and local 
service providers. The Film Office has extensive experience with visual production, and its team is 
more than happy to deal with all enquiries, however big or small the production is.

Donegal, selected as the Coolest Place on the Planet by National Geographic Magazine in 2017, is 
attracting international focus like never before. 

It is no small wonder, then, why the Donegal Film Office has become steeped in praise from its past clients 
and industry partners.

“The Irish hospitality is second to none and whilst filming in Moville we meet some great local characters and 
experienced many great nights of storytelling in the local pubs. The people in Donegal are so incredibly 
proud of their landscape and the local knowledge was a real advantage for our cast and crew”, said Trevor 
Forrest, Cinematographer for Grabbers. 

Also from the crew of Grabbers, Producer Tracy Brimm had some choice words to offer."The beautiful 
Donegal landscape is a featured character in Grabbers and we had an extraordinary experience shooting the 
film in Ireland. We had a terrific team working with us and a very warm local reception". 

Donegal is, it has to be said, one of several locations worldwide that offer striking contrasts in landscape and 
topography, and could yield even more promising opportunities for filmmakers. As client testimony proves, 
though, Donegal can more than stand up for itself in such competition. Kim Roberts, Producer A Shine of 
Rainbows, commented as such. "Vancouver is one of the biggest entertainment centres in North America, 
Downtown Vancouver is a long way from Malin Head, in more ways than one, but it was the perfect place to 
shoot the film. And it was accessible; you could fly into Derry and be on the set in half an hour. Normally, 
getting to areas of unspoiled beauty takes a long of time and lots of planning. Donegal, it has to be said, was 
in a class of its own."

Of course, it is not only a striking landscape that is needed to make a successful enterprise in the 
competitive entertainment industry. A hands-on 'can-do' approach is what is needed to provide help, 
knowledge and expertise in matching locations with the needs of the production – once this prerogative is 
fully understood, then a company can benefit from their surroundings to provide a truly individual service. 
The Donegal Film Office exemplifies this, having developed relationships and an in-depth knowledge of the 
Donegal area and its inhabitants, and a deep willingness to work as a location liaison to help productions 
move smoothly.

With an extensive database of locations within the county, many of which are profiled on our website, the 
Office is committed to finding perfect locations and services for our clients, and will go out of our way to 
discover something new.  

Living on the edge of Europe means that film is an essential tool to getting Donegal seen by international 
audiences – film production acts as a driver for tourism and economic development. This frontline role in 
driving tourism to Donegal provides the motivation for the Donegal Film Office to succeed.

As such, over the next five years in addition to their current strategy,the Donegal Film Office will continue to 
grow the industry locally, as they can also assist new talent to the industry. Whether a client needs 
information on types of funding available, relevant courses or finding cast and crew for productions, the 
Office can help.  

Company name:  Donegal Film Office
Contact:   Aideen Doherty

Email:    filmoffice@donegalcoco.ie
Telephone:   +353 (0)74 93 73718

Website:   www.donegalfilmoffice.ie



FRIDAY 28th SEPTEMBER

Children's Programme 1  

DISAPPEAR HERE
FILM FESTIVAL

THE BREADWINNER  6pm Friday 28th September (SCREEN 1)

BLACK 47
OPENING NIGHT FILM  

Struggling stand-up comedian, Andrew Egan reluctantly accepts a teaching job helping 
the unemployed re-enter the workforce. As Andrew grows accustomed to the droll 
institution and its occupants he suspects that one of the students may be his downfall 
and that the previous teacher may not have left of his own accord. His life slowly 
unravelling, Andrew's lessons fall on deaf ears and he soon becomes part of a larger 
cosmic joke.

Cast and Crew will attend
Director: Sean Clancy
Stars: John Morton, Seamus O'Rourke
Duration: 96 mins

LATE NIGHT IRISH INDIE FILM 1

LOCUS OF CONTROL 10.30pm Friday 28th Sept  (SCREEN 1)

The film, which is directed by Nora Twomey and backed by executive producer Angelina 
Jolie follows Parvana, a girl growing up in Afghanistan in 2001. Following her father's arrest, 
she dresses as a boy in order to work and provide for her family. Together with her best 
friend Shauzia, she risks discovery to try to find out if her father is still alive. Nominated for 
both an Oscar & Golden Globe, only to miss out to Disney Pixars' 'Coco', 'The Breadwinner' 
has won a number of coveted awards across the globe including one for 'Best Animated 
Feature
Director: Nora Twomey
Country: Ireland
Duration: 96 mins

It's  1847  and  Ireland  is  in  the  grip  of  the  Great  Famine  that  has  
ravaged  the  country  for  two  long  years.  Feeney,  a  hardened  Irish  
Ranger  who  has  been  fighting  for  the  British  Army  abroad,  abandons  his  
post  to  return  home  and  re-unite  with  his  estranged  family.  He's  seen  
more  than  his  share  of  horrors  but  nothing  prepares  him  for  the  famine's  
hopeless  destruction  of  his  homeland.  He  discovers  his  mother  starved  
to  death  and  his  brother  hanged  by  the  brutal  hand  of  the  English.  With  
little  else  to  live  for,  he  sets  on  a  destructive  path  to  avenge  his  family,  
systematically  working  his  way  up  the  political  and  social  hierarchy  of  

19th  Century  Ireland.  Hannah,  an  ageing  British  soldier  and  famed  tracker  of  deserters,  is  sent  to  
stop  Feeney  before  he  can  further  stoke  the  fires  of  revolution.  But  Hannah  and  Feeney  are  old  
army  comrades  with  a  mutual  respect  forged  by  their  times  fighting  together.  Personal  bonds  and  
shifting  allegiances  cause  both  men  to  question  their  motives,  as  they  are  tested  to  the  limit  by  
the  hellish  landscape  of  “the  Great  Hunger”.
Cast and Crew will attend
Director: Lance Daly
Stars: Hugo Weaving, James Frecheville Stephen Rea
Country: Ireland
Duration: 96 mins

   8pm Friday 28th September (SCREEN 1)



SATURDAY 29th SEPTEMBER

KIDS ENVIRONMENTAL FILMS & WORKSHOP  
(Age  8-12yrs)
facilitated by Lorraine Rahmani

10am-3.30 pm Saturday 28th September - €20 

Screening: FernGully – The Last Rainforest
Followed by Art Workshop, creating individual and group pieces using recycled items

Ma is grieving.  Ma has lost her son.  Yet her son is coming home. How far can a 
Mother's love stretch.

The story of Office Man, who works in a box. He seems content fulfilling the requirements of his 
daily routine, until a computer error changes everything… This quiet film invites us to contemplate 
the willing confinements in our own lives.

Looking after his sickly father in the depths of rural Ireland, Tommy
has succumbed to a life of loneliness and isolation. Dylan, his older and more 
accomplished sister, has returned home to offer a solution that could give Tommy a 
chance to live the life he deserves. However, letting go of things is much more difficult 
than both of them had first imagined. 

Box Office Smash

MA

BACKWATER

Director: Phil Dunn  -  9.21 mins 

Director: Brendan McCallion -  Ireland  -  24.20 mins  

Irish Shorts Programme One - 10am Saturday 29th September

Dublin, April, 1916. Revolutionary; James Connolly; looks to Dublin printers, Molloy, 
O'Brien and Brady to turn out 2000 copies of an Irish Proclamation- in one night and in 
secret- to be read by Padraig Pearse at the GPO Easter Monday 24th April 1916. They 
don't have enough type. They don't have enough wax. They don't have enough paper. 
Can they do it?

Two buddies decide to do one last favour for an old friend.

Proclaim

Under The Bed

Director: Maureen O'Connell -  Ireland  -  20 mins  

Director: Corey Macri -  Ireland  -  6.07 mins  

Artist Joe’s fantasy is to paint his beautiful muse into one of his gothic paintings. His 
wish is about to be granted... though not in the way he could ever have imagined.*

Framed Director: Caroline Farrell -  Ireland  -  8.15 mins 

A noisy party at home one night disturbs an eight year old boy. The
next morning he packs a bag with a special parcel and leaves home by bicycle on a quest 
to fulfil a secret fantasy.

Runaway Director: Alan Daly -  Ireland  -  5.37 mins 

After having the worst week of his life, Marky decides to take the edge off with a spliff. 
Things go from bad to worse when he realises he's lost his nodge of hash. 

Marky's Bad Week Director: Daniel Holmwood -  Ireland  -  6.00 mins
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(SCREEN 1)

Director: Anne Marie Kelly  -  Ireland  -  8.45 mins 



A family is haunted by the last message they receive from a wayward daughter.

A comic fantasy about two children, one in 1918, the other in  2018, who magically 
communicate across time through messages in a bottle and help solve each other’s 
problems.

 In 1973 Stanley Kubrick came to Ireland to commence filming of the
motion picture Barry Lyndon. Amid the Troubles, the bad weather and the insatiable desire 
for candles our two lovers, from different sides of the camera tracks, fall in love in this big 
scale, big hearted romantic comedy. 

There is a widely held superstition among fishermen, that to have a
woman on a boat is bad luck. A young Lough Neagh eel fisherman, Fergus, is about to find 
out if the legend is true when he discovers an unconscious woman tangled in his fishing 
line.

An unlikely couple navigate the complexities of love, and the
conflict between responsibility and freedom on a road trip through rural Ireland. 
Tomorrow is a quiet examination of one man's three day trip away from the status 
quo, with a companion who changes how he sees the world and himself.

All In Good Time

Almost Home

Kubrick by Candlelight

Muirgheilt

Tomorrow

Director: Bonnie Dempsey (F) -  Ireland  -  15 mins 

Director: David O'Reilly -  Ireland  -  18.25 mins  

Director: Tara Hegarty -  Northern Ireland  -  18.25 mins  

Director: Guvernor Sanchez  -  Ireland  -  22.06 mins  

Irish Shorts Programme Two - 1pm Saturday 29th September

Andy waits anxiously in the audition waiting room for a cheese
commercial. He should have made it by now. He's a classically trained actor & 
shouldn't be in this waiting room with these amateurs.  "Out out brief shadow, Life is 
but a walking candle..."

Laurie’s father is taking her on a journey; to a destination that is within walking-distance 
from her house, yet is a place that is far from home. Her father is leaving her at an 
orphanage, where life as she knows it is very, very different…

A macho Traveller (John Connors) becomes increasingly concerned that his young son is 
'soft' and sets about toughening him up

John is desperate to sell his old Corolla in the hopes of banishing the painful memories 
the car holds for him.

In 1950's Ireland, two girls form a unique friendship that helps one of them escape her 
home life. 

Thespish

In Ribbons

Breathe

Lttle Things

The Stars Above and The Frogs in the Grass

Director: Maureen O'Connell -  Ireland  -  13.56 mins  

Director: Marie Valerie Jeantelot -  Ireland  -  10 mins

Director: James Doherty -  Ireland  -  14 mins

Director: Jesse Reid  -  Ireland  -  9.05 mins

Director: Terry Creagh  -  Ireland  -  8.26 mins

(SCREEN 1)

Director: Emmet O'Brien  -  Ireland  -  9.14 mins



Sean races against the clock to his mother's deathbed while dealing with inter-family 
politics over the phone.

Ireland’s Lost and Found highlights the intriguing work of craft masters of Ireland. The 
goal of this short factual is to depict a sense of Ireland in their work, by exploring the 
beauty of their trade, as well as the romantic location in which they produce their art. 
The short centers on a small range of hard working and highly skilled people, who are 
part of the hand-craft trade culture. 

In Malin Head, Ireland´s most northerly point, the elements of nature are intensely 
tangible. Waves are breaking on a rugged coast. Life is ruled by the rhythm of the 
tides, the wind andthe rain. But times are changing. Three men share their personal 
thoughts of the past and their perspectives on the future. A thoughtful, poetic 
reflection on the sea and the land.

There are 1 Billion people with a disability in the world. With so many people with 
disabilities one would imagine they are accepted as part of society, have equal 
opportunities to education and work - however, in this film, we learn that people with 
disabilities have abilities but are often judged as less than second class citizens.

As the Equal Marriage laws are unchanging and blocked by the DUP, the LGBTQ+ 
people and their allies become increasingly frustrated at the constant refusal. Eight 
people voice their concern and opinions on the matter and appeal for a progressive 
Northern Ireland.

Director: Eamonn Murphy   -  Ireland  -  15 mins

Director: Ryan Rafferty   -  Ireland  -  8.16 mins

Director: Ines Reinisch  -  Ireland  -  14.46 mins

Director: Dave Thomas  -  Ireland  -  9.52 mins

Director: Gareth Myles Green�eld  -  Ireland  -  9.45 mins

Lost Memories

Ireland's Lost and Found

The Sea and The Land

1 Billion

Allies for Change

Shorts (Irish) Documentary Programme - 3pm Saturday 29th September

When the number of suicides off a harbor in a small town starts to rise the community of 
the town band together and form a watch that they hope will stop the growing epidemic.

Director: Shane Campbell  -  Ireland  -  18.47 minsA Light in The Darkness

The last man working in his father's failing coal mine, Jim Power is faced with a difficult 
decision. Continue the work he has done all his life, or move on to an uncertain future?

Director: Luke Brabazon  -  Ireland  -  7.02 minsThe Last Miner

Short Environmental Documentaries Prog in association with Donegal Change Makers
4.00pm-5.15pm Saturday 29th September (SCREEN 1)

A selection of short environmental documentaries followed by panel discussion

FAMILY/Children's Programme 2                                         12pm Saturday 29th September (SCREEN 2)

A selection of short family films for children and parents
                                                                             

(SCREEN 2)



Re-ignite your childhood wonder as children describe the magic of Christmas through 
innocent eyes.

The story of the Laurentic and her sinking has been told many times in the past. Detailed 
accounts have been written concerning her cargo of gold and the attempts to salvage the 
lost bullion. But there is another story to be told, the story of the men who perished that night 
and those, fewer in number, who survived.

Director: Róisín O’ Mahony  -  Ireland  -  9.09 mins

Director: Harry Kerr  -  Ireland  -  26.10 mins

White Footprints

Wine Dark Sea: Letters from The Laurentic

DOCUMENTARY STRAND ONE

  5.30pm Saturday 29th September (SCREEN 1)DOMINION

SATURDAY NIGHT FEATURE

 8pm Saturday 29th September (SCREEN 1)DUBLIN OLD SCHOOL

DOCUMENTARY STRAND TWO

DUBLIN OLDSCHOOL tells the story of Jason, a wannabe DJ, on a drug-fuelled trip 
through the streets of Dublin as he stumbles from one session to another. Somewhere 
between the DJs, decks, and drug busts he stumbles across a familiar face from the 
past, his brother Daniel. Daniel, an educated heroin addict, is living on the streets. 
The brothers haven't seen or spoken to each other in years but over a lost weekend 
they reconnect and reminisce over raves, tunes and their troubled past. Two brothers 
living very different lives might have more in common than they think.
Director: Dave Tynan
Stars: Emmet Kirwan, Ian Lloyd Anderson Country Ireland
Duration: 95 mins

Exposing the dark underbelly of modern animal agriculture through drones, hidden & 
handheld cameras, this feature-length film explores the morality and validity of our dominion 
over the animal kingdom. While mainly focusing on animals used for food, it also explores 
other ways animals are exploited and abused by humans, including clothing, entertainment 
and research.

A short Q& A will follow the screening (Guests Animal Rights Association, Green Party)
Director: Chris Delforce

Stars: Joaquin Phoenix
Country: Australia 
Duration: 125 mins

 6pm Saturday 29th September (SCREEN 2)MAKING THE GRADE

MAKING THE GRADE invites us into the world of the piano lesson. Every year 
teachers and students throughout Ireland prepare for graded musical exams. These 
exams can be pleasing for some but daunting for others. Each student has their own 
particular goal but reaching Grade Eight is considered a pinnacle. This endearing and 
uplifting documentary explores the bond between piano teachers and their pupils as 
they struggle through these grades. This is a story of the transformative power of 

music and the pride and happiness it provides both the students and teachers. It may inspire us all to 
keep making the grade.
Director: Ken Wardrop
Country: Ireland
Duration: 82mins



 10:30pm Saturday 29th September (SCREEN 2)THANK YOU COME AGAIN

DOCUMENTARY STRAND THREE

"Thank You Come Again" is a drama comedy day-in-the-life type story with a 
mosaic of seemingly unrelated characters centred around an adult shop. After a 
purchase is returned to the shop for a refund, it is revealed that the box contains 
something of far more importance than just a toy.
Dillon, Mary and Fergus have a life-changing decision to make as a ruthless 

diamond smuggler comes to realise their precious inventory has gone missing. Meanwhile, Harry has 
one last chance at getting that one last job to see him to retirement, Fr. Francis has to decide which 
passion he must follow in life. 
What could possibly go right!?
Cast and Crew will attend
Director: Steve Clarke Dunne
Stars: John Sweeney,  Danii Byrne, John Billy Kennerk
Duration: 1:59mins 

LATE NIGHT IRISH INDIE FILM 2 

SUNDAY 30th SEPTEMBER

Irish Shorts Programme Three - 10am Sunday 30th September

“What would we do if the stars only came out once every hundred years?"
Director: Ben Moran  -  Ireland  -  12.50 minsA Million Stars Already Dead
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(SCREEN 1)

"Drama" is a mockumentary following the clueless first year film
students as they try to make a documentary on actors who are studying under the tutelage of 
enigmatic acting coach and author of Fuck you acting, A Guide to Keeping it Real, Syrius 
Jormungand

Director: Terry Loughran  -  Ireland  -  25.17 mins

Two chefs cook for the italian mafia

Director: Benjamin Porter  -  N Ireland  -  15 minsSpaghetti Bloodbath

A comedy about Dave, a teenager who gets grounded by his parents
for constantly coming home drunk. Little do they know that the punishers will soon become the 
punished.

Director: Joseph Morris  -  Ireland  -  18:45minsStuck Home Syndrome

Early Morning Irish Indie Film Prog 3 (triple bill) - 10am (SCREEN 1)

 8pm Saturday 29th September (SCREEN 2)SHELTER ME: APOLLO HOUSE

As the homeless problem in Ireland seemed to go unnoticed by those in power, housing 
activists, celebrities such as Oscar-nominated Film Director Jim Sheridan, Oscar winner 
singer Glen Hansard, Hozier and others came together and took the law into their own 
hands. They broke into and took over an empty government building - Apollo House - in 
Dublin City Centre and were surprised and gratified at the reaction of the public
A short Q& A will follow the screening
Director: Zahara Moufid 

Stars: Glen Hansard, Brendan Ogle, Terry McMahon, Hozier - Country: Ireland - Duration: 1.04 mins



Paige Fenton lives in a world of the near future where people have the ability to visualize 
their online presence while simultaneously moving around in the real world. Dependency on 
this online world, however, is damaging in more ways than one.

A film based on the folktale ' The cow that ate the piper ' just a normal Irish story is about two 
lads first experience at their local pub in the 1920's Ireland and the characters they meet.

Director: Ryan Rafferty  -  Ireland  -  14.44 minsJust A Normal Irish Story

Do you create the evil – or do your circumstances feed the beast in you? “Chimes” is the 
personal story of a serial killer. As a psychological Thriller it shows a deep insight into his 
thoughts and the way his mind works. Eventually he finds out that the only one responsible 
for the beast in him is himself.

Director: Jannine Benkhardt  -  Ireland  -  18.30 mins

A Christmas tale about a little prick.

Director: James Cadden  -  Ireland  -  6.30 minsTURF - A Love Story

Taking place in a father’s head moments before his last breath, he attempts to come to 
terms with his death and the fact that he will leave his daughter behind.  Through a 
conversation with his “Maker”, he learns about the significance that his presence played in 
his daughter’s life and learns that even though she will struggle to come to terms with his 
death, she will move on and will always be thankful that he was her father.

Director: Peter Toplis  -  Ireland  -  6.37 minsThe Gates

BOTS

Chimes

Irish Shorts Programme Four - 1pm Sunday 30th September

A girl's changing relationship with her mother is observed from the point of view of her bedroom 
mirror.

Director: Danilo Zambrano  -  Ireland  -  3.58 minsGrowing Alice

A jogger and a young man try to save a crash victims life. 

Director: Patrick Ketch  -  Ireland  -  5.20 minsSHOCK

(SCREEN 1)

A young woman struggles to find the hidden truth behind her demons.
*Moderate violence 

Director: Steve Broekhuizen  -  Ireland  -  5.44minsSkylar

After a boy loses his mother to a house fire, he tragically tries to end his life by jumping from a 
cliff and into the Irish ocean. He explores his fate under the water with his childhood tale of Tír 
na nÓg determining his path. 

Director: Rory Fitzpatrick  -  Ireland  -  12.06 minsThe Wanderings of Oisin

A former professional footballer, Tommy Bradley, returns to his hometown to be interviewed by a 
local news crew. As the interview progresses Tommy is forced to confront the mistakes of his 
past.

Director: Sean Coyle  -  Ireland  -  7.55 minsFalse Nine

Director: Baz David  -  Ireland  -  7.55 mins



A heartbroken photographer named Rachel is feeling the loss of her relationship. Fighting 
back loneliness, Rachel tries to reconnect with her estranged sister, as well as her father, 
who suffers from advanced dementia and sees Rachel as a stranger.

Waves Over Sand

Laura struggles at first to come to terms with her husband's life-changing affliction, her only 
distraction is her Day Off, where once a week she finds time to see her friends and 
socialise.

Day Off

Dre, a young black man travels to Ireland. In the local pub, Dre enjoys the craic with some 
local girls but he soon catches the attention of one of the bars regulars and discovers that 
this village hides something more sinister.

Director: Ciarán Mullin  -  Northern Ireland  -  11.38 minsDre

A noisy party at home one night disturbs an eight year old boy. The next morning he packs a 
bag with a special parcel and leaves home by bicycle on a quest to fulfil a secret fantasy.

Director: Alan Daly  -  Northern Ireland  -  5.37 minsRunaway

A woman is haunted by a dark watcher obsessed with thoughts of her vicious murder 
but as the fateful hour draws near brutal events unfold to reveal truths they could 
never imagine - and a secret that will change their lives forever.

Director: Garret Walsh  -  Northern Ireland  -  18.57 minsThe Observer Effect

Music Video Programme 1.30pm Sunday 30th September

This stunning music video for Cork based band "Ealadha" touches on themes of life, death 
and the creativity found in-between.

Director: Robert O'Halloran  -  5.20 minsEaladha, Hurricanes

(SCREEN 2)

Fan Liom (Stay With Me) is a story about lost love, and the longing to stay together.  The song is 
written and sung entirely in the Irish language.

Director: William Bean  -  Ireland  -  5 minsStay With Me

FREE

Ritchie, an autistic teenager, leaves his Dublin home to visit his dying Grandmother in Athlone

A quirky short following the death of a young girl's beloved budgie, Pepper. Pepper's death turns 
this grieving girl into a young Rambo, setting up traps to capture God in revenge for Pepper's 
death. 

Director: John Andrew O’Rourke  -  Ireland  -  18.35 mins

Director: Rebecca Singleton  -  Ireland  -  8.30 mins

Little Devil

For Pepper

Jake banks his boyish ambitions of being an astronaut inside a jar of coins. But there are 
those who would step all over his dreams. Can he still manage to make the giant leap? 

Director: Carleton Rodgers  -  Ireland  -  19.42 minsThe Jar

Director: Mark Nugent   -  Northern Ireland  -  15 mins

Director: Steve Hall   -  Northern Ireland  -  14.21 mins



All Life Matters' plays like a ballad while criticizing the current media climate. Singer 
Songwriter Pete Mac plays all instruments on the track with Brian Casey adding keys and 
piano. The music video produced by Jota Gambuzino takes a sarcastic twisted view on 
social media and how today's society is influenced by information received through this 
form of media. 

Director: Pete Mac, Jota Gambuzino  -  Ireland  -  4.55 minsParadox - All Life Matters

'Sons of Morna' Tells the story of Finn McCool through Irish folk metal 

Industry talk with Actors, cast and crew attending across the festival weekend. 

Director: Fiona Graham   -  Ireland  -  7.12 minsSons of Morna by Celtachor

4-5pm Sunday 30th September (SCREEN 1)
INDUSTRY PANEL DISCUSSION

LOCATION , FUNDING, & CREWING UP -  Making Films in the North West.
Orla Walsh Will host the Q+A
- Aideen Doherty, Donegal Film Office
- Sarah Dillion, Development Manager, WRAP Fund
- David Stevens, Film Editor, Assembly Rooms, London
- Other panel members TBC 
 

Meet the Actors 12-1pm Sunday 30th September           (SCREEN 2)FREE

Northern Exposure Programme - 5pm Sunday 30th September

Taking place in a father’s head moments before his last breath, he attempts to come to terms 
with his death and the fact that he will leave his daughter behind.  Through a conversation 
with his “Maker”, he learns about the significance that his presence played in his daughter’s 
life and learns that even though she will struggle to come to terms with his death, she will 
move on and will always be thankful that he was her father.

Director: Peter Toplis  -  6.37 minsThe Gates

(SCREEN 1)

A Selection of eligible films for N. Exposure Award  2018    

A series of short animated scenes based on experimental ideas. "All the Things" is a collection 
of individual narratives, unified by a cohesive style

Director: Paul Mc Mahon  -  1.30minsAll The Things

It's a love story fragmented in time. Present and past are contained in a patchwork of 
pictures where the characters' inner fights are displayed through dance, looks and small 
gestures of their hands, looking for a spiritual bond that could fly, free and pure over the
barriers.       

Director: Daniele De Muro  -  Italy  -  4.42 minsThe Heart and The Void - A House By The Sea

Born to Love is a Music Video the concept of a love story with Miriam singing and playing 
guitar while various couples meet up in a park one afternoon..as we are all Born to Love… 

Director: L.A. King  -  Ireland  -  4.04 minsBorn To Love

Music Video for an original Song “She’s A Rose” By Irish Musician Tod Doyle. Tod is also part 
of My Tribe Your Tribe and Tod Doyle & The Troubled. Director Cian Rings first music video. 

Director: Cian Ring  -  Ireland  -  2.58 minsShe's a Rose



In Malin Head, Ireland´s most northerly point, the elements of nature are intensely 
tangible. Waves are breaking on a rugged coast. Life is ruled by the rhythm of the 
tides, the wind andthe rain. But times are changing. Three men share their personal 
thoughts of the past and their perspectives on the future. A thoughtful, poetic 
reflection on the sea and the land.

Historical documentary telling the story of one of Ireland's most unique, and possibly 
harshest, work environments - a mountain top sand quarry in North West Donegal that 
operated in the 1940's and 50's. The story is told by the men who worked there and features 
the only known "found footage" of the sand mine in operation that gives a unique visual 
insight into a fascinating story in Irish industrial heritage.  

Director: Ines Reinisch  -  Ireland  -  14.46 mins

Director: Eamonn McFadden  -  Ireland  -  37 mins

The Sea and The Land

Glass Mountain: The Story of Muckish Sand

There is a widely held superstition among fishermen, that to have a
woman on a boat is bad luck. A young Lough Neagh eel fisherman, Fergus, is about to find 
out if the legend is true when he discovers an unconscious woman tangled in his fishing 
line.

Muirgheilt Director: Tara Hegarty -  Northern Ireland  -  18.25 mins  

A former professional footballer, Tommy Bradley, returns to his hometown to be interviewed by a 
local news crew. As the interview progresses Tommy is forced to confront the mistakes of his 
past.

Director: Sean Coyle  -  Ireland  -  7.55 minsFalse Nine

Looking after his sickly father in the depths of rural Ireland, Tommy
has succumbed to a life of loneliness and isolation. Dylan, his older and more 
accomplished sister, has returned home to offer a solution that could give Tommy a 
chance to live the life he deserves. However, letting go of things is much more difficult 
than both of them had first imagined.

BACKWATER Director: Brendan McCallion -  Ireland  -  24.20 mins  

International Shorts Programme - 3pm Sunday 30th 

A story caught between imagination and reality, LEA is seven years old and is the loving 
daughter of three sets of parents: mothers and fathers of different ages, social backgrounds 
and behaviours.

LEA

Detroit, 1928: When disputes in a loveless marriage escalate, a young medical student 
prescribes a solution with questionable side effects.

Director: Chelsea R. Knapp  -  USA  -  10minLemon Eyes

Eric is a sweet natured young man who is tormented and bullied by the office brutes at a 
grimy debt collecting office. Odin played by Brian Blessed looks down from above 
on Eric’s struggles, pitying the poor manchild. The Barbarian is a wild and surreal warrior 
who is very much out of place in a British office environment. Can Eric unleash the warrior 
within, or is he doomed to be insecure forevermore?

Director: Ben Mottershead  -  UK -  10minEric and the Barbarian

(SCREEN 2)

Director: Dario Gorini  -  Italy  -  21.52mins



I, DOLOURS  6pm Sunday 30th Sept (SCREEN 2)

Michael Inside 8pm Sunday 30th September (SCREEN 1)

Michael McCrea is an impressionable eighteen-year-old who lives with his grandfather Francis 
in a Dublin housing estate, where he is caught holding a bag of drugs for his friend's older 
brother, and sentenced to three months in prison. Researched and workshopped with former 
prisoners from the Irish Prison Service's Pathways Programme, Michael Inside is an expression 
of many real-life experiences. The film takes a realistic look at the circumstances that lead to 
Michael's conviction, his time in prison, and how prison affects his thinking and behaviour.
Director: Frank Berry
Cast: Dafhyd Flynn, Lalor Roddy & Moe Dunford

Country: Ireland
Duration: 96 mins

I, Dolours presents one woman's story of life and death in the IRA, for whom the Good Friday 
Agreement brought no peace of mind. A member of a crack, secret IRA unit run by Gerry Adams, 
Dolours Price led the first team to bomb the centre of London in 1973. Before this, she was a central 
figure in one of the most notorious and controversial IRA operations of The Troubles: the murder and 
dumping into unmarked graves of people whose violent deaths the IRA wished to keep secret – the 

so-called 'disappeared'.
This documentary, based on lengthy interviews with Dolours Price and extensive reconstructions, tells the 
anguished story of one of the few women who rose to the top of the IRA only to be haunted by memories of 
what she had done to get there and the realisation that it had all been for naught. Long-held secrets are 
shared in this shocking story of radicalisation.
Director: Maurice Sweeney
Country: Ireland
Duration: 82mins

DOCUMENTARY STRAND FOUR

CLOSING NIGHT FILM

A German soldier in WWII realizes his own government is the real enemy of his people and 
must gain the courage (Tapferkeit) to oppose them.

Director: Joseph Quinn  -  USA -  19.17minsTapferkeit

A peaceful suburban family home is invaded by a mysterious stranger, leaving a young woman 
desperately fighting for her freedom with her captors motives unknown.

Director: Jonathan Blagrove   -  UK -  5minsBrink

When little Mikey bumps into Santa Claus in the middle of the night, the impatient eight year old 
gets more than he bargains for. 

Director: PJ Davey   -  N Ireland -  12.55minsSanta's Grotty

When a stranger arrives in town, Josh's closely-knit friendship group starts to unravel. 
Director: Ash Ogden  -  UK -  20minsToby

Annie tries to rebuild trust with her husband Tom for his past infidelity but a phone call from an 
unknown woman jeopardizes things.

Director: Clint D'Souza  -  Canada -  6.06minsTrust

The film focuses on the mysogynistic behaviour within the entertainment industry. Failing to heed 
Karen's warnings about slimeball music promoter Billy Tomkins, Jo chances the dance with
danger, to pursue her Rolls Royce road to stardom.

Director: Jeff Stewart / Brian Johnston  -  UK -  12.32minsA Date With Shillelagh

A bullied teenage girl finally confronts her sister to drag their fractured past out into the light.
Director: JJames Hughes  -  UK -  10.00 minsThe Inuring



Casting workshop with Ali Coffey Casting (Fishpond)   (SCREEN 3)12pm-4pm Sunday 30th September
Optimise your chances at your next audition with the second first in our series of Actors Audition Workshops! 
The workshop will entail:
1. Breathing techniques to calm audition nerves 2. Spontaneity exercises to help you improvise at auditions 
3. Mock audition with feedback 4. Q and A with casting professional Sarah Hone
Numbers are limited so book today to reserve your place! Tickets only €25

KIDS ENVIRONMENTAL FILM & WORKSHOP      (SCREEN 3)10am-3.30pm Saturday 28th September
(Age  8-12yrs) facilitated by Lorraine Rahmani - €20

Screening: FernGully – The Last Rainforest
Followed by Art Workshop, creating individual and group musical instruments using recycled items

ANIMATION PROGRAMME          RUNNING ON REPEAT IN HOTEL FOYER  FREE (SCREEN 1.1)

Saturday 29th September 

EXPERIMENTAL FILM ARTHOUSE, PERFORMANCE ART PROG.1  FREE (SCREEN 1.1)

WORKSHOPS 

A series of short animated scenes based on experimental ideas.
"All the Things" is a collection of individual narratives, unified by a cohesive style

Director: Paul Mc Mahon  -  Ireland and US  -  1.30minsAll The Things

Soap bubbles are infiltrating a robot factory of arms. Subversiveness against logical 
reasoning. Who will get the upper hand?

Director: Bellopropello  -  Switzerland  -  8.43minsDystopia

A quirky journey through recent time to an ethos of futurity, which explores the potential 
ramifications of technology on human beings while leaving us with choices.

Director: Christopher Angus  -  Canada -  7minsFutureworld

A Short Film About the Environmental Age Set Against a Plethora of CG, Illustrations, and 
Animations from a Team Spanning Six Continents.

Director: James Hughes  -  UK -  7minsThe Velvet Abstract

Och Ochón' is a visual response to fear, superstition and mortality
developed out of personal experience. Keening (or Caoineadh) is the long standing Irish 
custom of lamenting over the deceased. This sequence was recorded using a deteriorating 
analogue camcorder and inspired by the 'found footage' horror genre.

Director: Éanna Mac Cana  -  Ireland -  2.40minsOch Ochan (Alas)

An exploration of the conflict between modernising our world and our desire to save it. 
sequence was recorded using a deteriorating analogue camcorder

Director: Fionn Walshe  -  Ireland -  2:00minsIndustrial Heartland

Streams of Wonder explores, through the eyes of a young walker, 
the landscape and culture of this special part of England. You are
taken on a mystical journey, by rivers and streams, through woods and dales to meet the 
likes of farmers and fell runners, canoeists, cavers, cyclists and scythers, artists and 
artisans. “The essence of The Dales captured in a host of images, words and music".

Director: Jon Avison / Graham Kay  -  UK -  59.14minsStreams of Wonder

Sunday 30th September 





THE STRAND HOTEL

Shore Road, Ballyliffin, Inishowen, Co Donegal

 Tel: +353 (0)74 9376107  Email: strandhotel@ballyliffin.com

www.ballyliffinstrandhotel.com 

BALLYLIFFIN

Food Served from 8am - 9.30pm

Sunday Carvery served from 12.30-4pm
(Bookings recommended)

Disappear Here Film Festival
3 Course Special only €17.50

(Served throughout the day)

Live Music Saturday Night in our Strand Bar

Sunday Night Trad Session in our Strand
Bar with Reel Trad from 10pm

Accommodation Available





www.wildatlan�cwanderer.com

Tel: 086 8599995  Email:wildatlan�cwanderer@hotmail.com

Selec�on of Self Catering Holmes 
Sleeps 4 to 12 *All Mod Cons

Available to book all year round



Ballyliffin TownHouse
Boutique Accommodation

Bar & Lounge



Ballyliffin, Inishowen, Co. Donegal, Ireland.
Tel: 0353 (0)74 937 8146 / +353 (0)74937 8200

Fax: +353 (0)74 937 8985  Email: sales@ballyliffinlodge.com
www.ballyliffinlodge.com



23rd  Nov  - 2 2nd  Dec



Caravan & Camping Facility

BinionBay



We accept all medical card
and private patients.
Come in and visit us in the clinic
on Ardaravan Square, Buncrana
or Phone 9361800 to make an
appointment with one of our doctors

Visit us online at:
www.ardarvanclinic.ie
and
www.clonmanymedicalcentre.ie

Dr Fogarty, Dr Van Dessel and all the staff at Clonmany Medical Practice
and The Ardaravan Clinic Buncrana wish the festival every success

and we are delighted to see it becoming an annual event. 
Well done to all concerned on the excellent programme!



DISAPPEAR HERE
FILM FESTIVAL

DESIGN + PRINT | BIZZPRINT 074 9177955

Founder & Festival Director  Michael McLaughlin
Festival Manager   Tanya McLaughlin
Event Consultant   Orla Walsh

Poster Design  2D Design

Technical Co-Ordinator Domhnall Doherty
Festival Promo Film Eoin McGovern
Village Map  Danny O’Donnell
Print Design  BIZZPRINT 074 9177955

Thanks to:
Susan McGonagle, Ballylifn Rural Enterprises, Screen Ireland, Ballylifn Hotel, Strand Hotel,  
Ballylifn Lodge & Spa, Ballylifn Townhouse, Tanya McLaughlin, Mia McLaughlin, Ali Coffey, 
Sarah Hone, Domhnall Doherty, Ann Sperrin, Albert Doherty, Aideen Doherty, Donegal Film 
Ofce, Joan Crawford, Eoin McGovern, Kate Wilkinson, Change Makers, Inish Times, 
Highland Radio, Mark Patterson, Staff and crew at the RoadHouse Cinema, CAVS, Without 
Willow, Folk n'About, Michael White, Dan Boyle, Donegal Green Party, Chris Delforce at 
Aussie Farms.

We would like to take this opportunity to thank the IDP, Donegal County Council and all our 
other funders, sponsors, lmmakers, volunteers and friends for their continued and vital 
support.

We would also like to thank you, the audience & we look forward to seeing you in
Ballylifn in September.


